Vocal cues to identity and relatedness in giant pandas (Ailuropoda melanoleuca).
A range of acoustic characteristics typically carry information on individual identity in mammalian calls. In addition, physical similarities in vocal production anatomy among closely related individuals may result in similarities in the acoustic structure of vocalizations. Here, acoustic analyses based on source-filter theory were used to determine whether giant panda bleats are individually distinctive, to investigate the relative importance of different source-(larynx) and filter-(vocal tract) related acoustic features for coding individuality, and to test whether closely related individuals have similarities in call structure. The results revealed that giant panda bleats are highly individualized and indicate that source-related features, in particular, mean fundamental frequency, amplitude variation per second, and the mean extent of each amplitude modulation, contribute the most to vocal identity. In addition, although individual pairwise relatedness was not correlated with overall acoustic similarity, it was highly correlated with amplitude modulation rate and fundamental frequency range, suggesting that these acoustic features are heritable components of giant panda bleats that could be used as a measure of genetic relatedness. The ecological relevance of acoustically signaling information on caller identity and the potential practical implications for acoustic monitoring of population levels in this endangered species are discussed.